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Preface

I decided to research the issue of joint operations in the “deep battle area” to get a better grasp on causes of numerous issues between the Army and Air Force on who is in charge of that part of the battlefield. In a former job as an Observer-Controller at Brigade through Corps levels, I experienced this same issue between Army commanders. Now, as a student at a senior service college, I find the issue exists at the joint level.

The issue of integrating the battlefield to allow multiple services (joint) to attack targets in the same vicinity has existed since aircraft were first used in a combat role to support ground troops. However, until after the Vietnam conflict, reliance on nuclear weapons and limited technology provided natural separations and, at the same time, mutual support and integration. Ground forces concentrated close-in because of limited acquisition and attack capabilities. The Air Force concentrated farther out because of a lack of precision attack capabilities to service individual high payoff targets close-in. Electronic attack methods (EW, jamming, etc.) were limited. This contributed to Air Force reliance on the Army for Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses (SEAD) as it traversed into enemy territory to attack deep targets. The Army relied on the Air Force for battlefield air interdiction (BAI) and close air support (CAS) because of limited range in artillery systems and survivable attack helicopters.

The shift in support and integration relationships between the Services is the result of three occurrences: 1) changes in roles and missions dictated by the demise of the Soviet
Union (threat); 2) increases in acquisition and attack capabilities within the Services brought on by a pursuit of technology to defeat the Soviet threat, and; 3) the resulting overlaps in capabilities between the Services created by this technology.

First, since the demise of the Soviet Union, the US has no credible conventional threat. As a result, Services face reductions in force structure and shrinking budgets. The result is competition for legitimacy, dollars, and relevancy. This type competition causes parochial thinking and pursuit of additional roles and missions as justification for additional funds and relevancy in future operations.

Second, as a result of deep battle studies back in the early 70s, all military services focused on defeating “echelon” tactics employed by the Soviet Union. Technology yielded extended-range and more lethal attack systems such as the Multiple Launch Rocket System (MLRS), Army Tactical Missile System (ATACMS), and Apache attack helicopters. Longer ranging, accurate, real-time acquisition assets (Quick-Fix, OH-58D, JSTARS, UAV, etc.) were also fielded. At the same time, the Air Force developed and fielded very sophisticated precision guided munitions such as the RAPTOR (AGM-142) air-to-surface, precision guided, standoff missile; Joint Direct Attack Munitions (JDAM); and, the Conventional Air-Launched Cruise Missiles (CALCM). These new munitions are deliverable with pinpoint accuracy any place on the battlefield without significant fratricide risks.

Finally, the first two occurrences resulted in overlaps and redundancies in traditional roles and capabilities of the two services. Whereas the Army once concentrated 40-50Kms forward of the FLOT/FEBA, it now has the capability to acquire and engage targets out to over 150Kms. The Air Force can safely engage targets within hundreds of
meters of friendlies without significant risks of fratricide. Additionally, through improved
precision, what took thousands of bombs and aircraft in World War II can now be done
with the same probability of success—and far less risk to aircraft or civilians—with a
single aircraft. The result—both Services can fight essentially anywhere on the battlefield.

These peacetime occurrences manifested themselves in training and on the
battlefield. The overlaps and redundancies occur primarily in the deep battle area—an ill-
deﬁned area at the far limits of tactical level operations and the close limits of operational
level operations. This is the area where the Fire Support Coordination Line (FSCL) is
normally drawn…the line at the center of the Service controversy. The issue is the
integration of assets beyond the FSCL. This study does not examine who should be the
integrator beyond the FSCL (deep battle area), but, if the basic guidelines are in place to
effect integration.

Doctrine is the basis for resolving these type issues. The fact that this issue exists,
and has gone unresolved, points to ﬂaws in doctrine. The purpose of this study is to
determine if there are ﬂaws in doctrine, and if so, what are they, and if they have an
operational impact on battlefield integration?
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Chapter 1

Introduction

*Control of joint assets employed beyond the fire support coordination line, regardless of boundaries, is the responsibility of the Joint Force Air Component Commander.*


*Control of assets (fires) within the boundaries of the ground maneuver commander is the responsibility of that ground maneuver commander.*

—US Army Position.

The Problem

These two service positions, taken from *Army-Air Force Operational Issues,* are but the tip of the iceberg. There are numerous diverging views between the Services on battlefield integration (in some cases, battlefield separation) at the operational level. One of the most prevalent points of contention is who controls fires, targeting and interdiction beyond the FSCL, the area where operational and tactical level operations overlap (Figure.1)?
A contributing factor is that this area has no universally accepted official name or function. Army references describe this area as the *deep battle area*. When a ground commander implements an FSCL, he is simply freeing up a portion of his deep battle area for engaging targets of opportunity by *supporting* organizations, to include the Air Force. He is not relinquishing control of that part of his battlespace.

Air Force references describe the area beyond the FSCL simply as an area where *interdiction* occurs. Current doctrine states that the Air Force is responsible, overall, for interdiction. Joint doctrinal manuals do not specifically address the area beyond the FSCL. However, references do reflect that a ground commander is responsible for operations inside his boundary or area of responsibility. A ground commander’s area of responsibility extends beyond the FSCL. Joint doctrine also states that geographic boundaries should not be applied to interdiction. If the Joint Force Air Component
Commander (JFACC) is responsible for interdiction theater-wide, and the Joint Force Land Component Commander (JFLCC) is responsible in his area, which includes the FSCL, then who really is responsible for operations beyond this line (Figure 1)?

The results of this question remaining unanswered had negative effects during combat operations. It contributed to missed opportunities to further de-militarize the Iraqi Army during the latter part of Operation Desert Storm (ODS). The Army and Air Force reverted to physically dividing the battlefield rather than integrating it. Iraqi forces escaped to Baghdad as the two services sought answers.

The problem—Service rivalry over control of a particular part of the battlefield (beyond the FSCL), has gone unresolved since at least 1989. According to current joint doctrine, both services are right and both are wrong in their positions. There are no clear accepted directives (terminology, graphics) in current joint doctrine that resolves the differences.

**Thesis Statement**

The thesis of this study is that joint doctrine does not provide the necessary directives in clear terminology and graphic control measures to effect integrated combat operations in the deep battle area. Is it not the role of joint doctrine to establish a baseline of directives that result in integrated Service operations during joint operations? Current doctrine for joint operations in the deep battle area is ambiguous, creating an environment where Services develop individual doctrines that are not mutually supporting and focused toward common objectives.
Notes

Chapter 2

Doctrinal Assessment

The USAF views the area beyond the FSCL as their area of responsibility. It is extremely difficult to coordinate ATACMS and Apache attacks beyond the FSCL within the Corps’ area of responsibility

—G3, VII Corps

...at least fifty to sixty percent of the Republican Guard Divisions escaped with their equipment due to this joint warfighting problem...

—US News and World Report

These two problems resulted from the Services dividing the battlefield. Are there doctrinal implications in these scenarios? If so, is this the result of faulty doctrine, non-compliance with established doctrine, or, misinterpretations of established doctrine? The purpose of this chapter is to analyze current joint and Service doctrine to answer these questions.

Overview

Doctrine is the foundation of military operations. It establishes the guidelines and principles under which the military train, equip, organize, deploy, and fight. The principles for joint operations are found in Joint Pub 3-0, Doctrine for Joint Operations. Military departments use this as a guide for everything from professional military education, to designing tanks and aircraft. Commanders in Chief (CINC) use this basic
Doctrine to organize their forces and assign missions. The spirit of this doctrine finds its way down to the lowest soldier on the battlefield as he presses the fire switch on his ATACMS to engage an enemy SCUD position. Joint doctrine then stretches from the Pentagon to front line of troops.

**Doctrine Defined**

Military Doctrine—presents fundamental principles that guide the employment of forces. Doctrine is authoritative. It provides the instilled insights and wisdom gained from our collective experience with warfare. Doctrine facilitates clear thinking and assists a commander in determining the proper course of action under the circumstances prevailing at the time of the decision. Though neither policy nor strategy, joint doctrine deals with the fundamental issue of how best to employ the national military power to achieve strategic ends. Joint Doctrine—fundamental principles that guide the employment of forces of two or more services in coordinated action toward a common objective.

To be totally effective, joint doctrine should be flexible enough to allow the combatant commander to use it as a guide to fit his particular situation. Yet, it must be descriptive and directive enough to require service components to function in a unified and synchronized manner. Doctrine must have a clear language (terminology and graphics), and must be precise in its principles. Above all, it must be understood and accepted by those who must execute it.

**Doctrinal References**

Doctrine for joint operations that address the issue specifically, is contained in several joint publications. Joint Publication (JP) 3-0, Doctrine for Joint Operations, is the basic doctrine for the conduct of joint operations. It is supplemented by JP 3-56.1, Command and Control for Joint Air Operations, which focuses on the air portion. JP 3-
03, Doctrine for Joint Interdiction Operations, goes one step farther and deals specifically
with interdiction operations at the joint and operational level. This Joint Pub is farther
supplemented by JP 3-03.1, Doctrine for Joint Interdiction of Follow-on-Forces, which
address interdiction operations for the “second echelon” forces. JP 3-09, Doctrine for
Joint Fire Support (Draft), is not published. This document has been in draft form since
at least 1989, partially due to controversial issues contained within over the FSCL. JP 1-02,
Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms, provides
common definitions relating to the issue. All of these documents, directly or indirectly,
address the issue surrounding the FSCL, deep operations, and interdiction.

**Deep Battle Doctrine**

Operations beyond the front line of troops, often referred to as the “deep battle or
depth operations area,” require the synchronized and integrated efforts of all services and
all available assets. Ground commanders traditionally use this area to set the conditions
for the close battle. Air commanders traditionally use this area for strategic attack,
offensive counter air (OCA), and air interdiction operations. From a joint perspective,
this is where tactics end and operational and strategic operations become the focus. From
the operational perspective, deep operations for ground and air are referred to as joint and
interdiction operations, and are contained in the fundamental principles of operational art.
Two of the applicable fundamental elements of operational art are synergy, and
simultaneity and depth.

Considering a peer competitor concept, while the close battle is waged near the
forward line of troops (FLOT) or forward edges of the battle area (FEBA), joint and
combined assets interdict enemy forces, in depth, out to the limits of their weapon systems. Strategic and joint assets also strike at the enemy’s center of gravity and war-making abilities. This concept provides a synergistic effect on the enemy and prevents his follow-on-forces from massing with a well coordinated effort. The synergy achieved by synchronizing the actions of air, land, sea, space, and special operations forces in joint operations and in multiple dimensions, enables Joint Force Commanders (JFC) to project focused capabilities that present no seams or vulnerabilities to an enemy to exploit. \(^3\)

The fact that multiple Services participate simultaneously in this “deep battle,” dictates that joint doctrine must clearly delineate roles and responsibilities. Control measures must be focused to facilitate rather than eliminate joint and combined operations. The doctrine or tactics, techniques and procedures (TTP) must be simple and incorporated in all peacetime training and exercises to ensure all service personnel are well versed on the operational parameters. This process will reduce the risk of fratricide, exploit overlaps in capabilities, eliminate redundant engagements, and enhance joint cooperation and operations. A comprehensive joint doctrine will also facilitate simultaneity and depth—the foundations of deep operations. Again, the intent of the simultaneity and depth concept is to bring force to bear on the opponent’s entire structure in a near simultaneous manner, that is within the decision making cycle of the opponent. \(^4\)

**Doctrine Evaluation**

Joint doctrine does not provide a battlefield framework as a guide that delineates the JFC’s area of operation for deep attack, interdiction, air interdiction, interdiction fires, deep supporting fires, or joint precision interdiction (functions and effects). This is
partially contributed to the fact that several of these terms or phrases are effects, based on an intended outcome rather than a specific target at a particular point on the battlefield. Perhaps this is one of the primary shortcomings. It is difficult to picture how the numerous operations are synchronized and integrated to attain the synergistic effects desired. Figure 2 provides a linear battlefield structure or framework containing some of the operations that may take place simultaneously in the deep battle area.

A review of the list of terms associated with deep operations indicate proliferation of inconsistent doctrinal terminology at the joint level. A detailed examination of the guidance contained in the list of joint doctrinal manuals and a graphical portrayal (Figure 2) with associated terms, lend credibility to this accusation.

![Joint Battlefield Structure](image)

**Figure 2. Joint Battlefield Structure**

After analyzing the numerous functions and effects associated with joint operations in the deep battle area, and Service interpretation and application, three fallacies in joint doctrine are revealed: 1) Doctrinal terms are vague and proliferated; 2) The overall
concept for interdiction is ill-defined, and; 3) Graphical control measures are inadequate for separating roles and integrating functions.

Operation Desert Storm (ODS) provided numerous examples or scenarios that highlight these shortcomings in doctrine. The following chapters are dedicated to assessing the impact of these fallacies during ODS.

Notes

1 Joint Publication 1-02, Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms, 23 March 1994, 178.
2 Ibid., 219.
4 Ibid., III-11.
Chapter 3

Doctrinal Terminology

Unlike the Army, the US Marine Corps interprets the FSCL as authority to fire beyond it, regardless of boundaries, without coordination. The Air Force interpreted the FSCL as a restrictive fire support coordination measure directly opposed to joint and Army definition.

—Desert Storm Deep Battle Observations

Terminology is the foundation on which doctrine and procedures are based. Terminology describing an operation employing airborne maneuver forces, artillery, tactical air, and remotely piloted vehicles must be absolutely concise and universally understood. Without common understanding in language, probabilities of mission failure and fratricide increase. A control and coordination measure that integrates and synchronizes lethal assets like the ATACMS, Apache helicopters and B-52 bombers, while special operation forces, reconnaissance elements, and civilians may be within 100s of meters, must be absolutely understood and universally applied! Conversely, the FSCL, a measure used for this purpose, was interpreted differently by air and ground forces during ODS.

Everyone must use and understand common terms—maneuver commander and fire supporter, Army and Air Force, and our allies. The most important and misunderstood term in this war (ODS) seemed to be the FSCL.¹
FSCL

The FSCL can be traced back to 1961. It replaced the old bomb safety line and was defined as a no-fire line between corps and higher echelons, and as a bomb line for ground and air forces. Of special note it separated fires between two ground units (corps and higher echelons—field army) and separated fires (bombs) between ground and air. Ground commanders had few systems to fire or maneuver beyond the FSCL. This allowed the air effort to focus on the area beyond the FSCL with strategic attack and interdiction.

The current definition of the FSCL as found in JP 1-02:

Fire Support Coordination Line—a line established by the appropriate land or amphibious force commander to ensure coordination of fires not under the commander’s control but which may effect current tactical operations. The fire support coordination line is used to coordinate the fires of air, ground, or sea weapon systems using any type of ammunition against surface targets. The fire support coordination line must be coordinated with the appropriate tactical air commander and other supporting elements. Supporting elements may attack targets forward of the fire support coordination line without prior coordination with the land or amphibious force commander provided the attack will not produce adverse surface effects on or to the rear of the line. Attacks against surface targets behind this line must be coordinated with the appropriate land or amphibious force commander.

Over time, roles, responsibilities, and capabilities resulted in changes in interpretations of application for the FSCL. Table 1 provides a synopsis of current Service interpretations of its functions and uses.
### Table 1. FSCL Interpretations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>APPROPRIATE LAND OR AMPHIBIOUS COMMANDER—AFTER COORDINATION WITH SUPPORTING &amp; TAC AIR COMMANDER</td>
<td>ARFOR COMMANDER</td>
<td>NOT STATED</td>
<td>GROUND COMPONENT COMMANDER</td>
<td>GROUND COMPONENT COMMANDER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PURPOSE</td>
<td>ENSURE COORDINATION OF FIRES NOT UNDER CONTROL OF ESTABLISHING AUTHORITY THAT MAY AFFECT TAC OPNS</td>
<td>ALLOW ARFOR, SUBORDINATE, SUPPORTING (i.e., AIR FORCE) UNITS TO SWIFTLY ATTACK TGTS OF OPPORTUNITY</td>
<td>DEFINE THE LIMITS OF INTERDICTION</td>
<td>FACILITATE ATK OF TGTS BEYOND; ENDURE SAFETY FROM AIR ATK; MAX WEAPON CAPABILITIES; ENSURE AVIATOR UNDERSTAND BATTLEFIELD GEOMETRY</td>
<td>ENSURE CONTROL OF AIR-GROUND OPS BY GROUND; ENSURE AVIATOR UNDERSTAND BATTLEFIELD GEOMETRY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COORDINATION REQ.’S TO FIRE BEYOND</td>
<td>SUPPORTING ELEMENTS MAY ATTACK BEYOND W/O PRIOR COORDINATION IF NO NEGATIVE EFFECTS</td>
<td>SUPPORTING UNITS MUST COORD WITH ALL AFFECTED CDRS TO AVOID FRATRICIDE (AIR FORCE)</td>
<td>COMMAND AUTHORITY FOR INTERDICTION</td>
<td>NONE FOR SUPPORTING ELEMENTS SHOULD</td>
<td>NONE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPLICATION</td>
<td>LAND, AIR, SEA, WEAPONS WITH ANY TYPE MUNITIONS</td>
<td>NOT STATED</td>
<td>NOT STATED</td>
<td>LAND, AIR, SEA WITH ANY MUNITIONS</td>
<td>ALL WEAPON SYSTEMS—ANY MUNITIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMPLICATIONS ON OTHER OPERATIONS</td>
<td>INTERDICTION NOT BOUNDED</td>
<td>INTERDICTION OCCURS SHORT AND BEYOND—PLANNED INTERDICTION ON EITHER SIDE REQ.’S NO COORD—TGTS OF OPPORTUNITY SHOULD BE COORD</td>
<td>INTERDICTION OCCURS BEYOND</td>
<td>NOT STATED</td>
<td>NOT STATED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### The FSCL In Operation Desert Storm

The initial FSCL for ODS was established along the Saudi berm. The berm was a defensive measure established along the Saudi-Iraqi border. The fact that coalition forces
fought an air war followed by a ground war, contributed to the initial FSCL being a “restrictive” measure as opposed to the “permissive” measure from the start. Since the Air Force was the primary Service involved in combat operations beyond the FSCL, there were no prevailing reasons for other Services to control operations beyond. Problems started and grew from this point.

The establishment of the FSCL on an international boundary restricted the corps’ ability to shape the battlefield and caused most of the corps fires to occur inside of the FSCL. The continuing confusion at CENTCOM level over the moving of FSCLs and their use by four different corps finally led to the implementation of a CENTCOM FSCL by General Horner, the JFACC.

The definition of the FSCL as contained in Joint doctrine contributes to improper uses of this type. There are three problems with the definition that foster these problems. First, the definition does not clearly specify who may establish an FSCL the “appropriate” land or amphibious force commander, is too ambiguous. During ODS, the FSCL was established by corps and higher level commanders. Additionally, the rapid movement of corps elements caused numerous changes to the corps FSCL. This caused problems for all involved in that when individual corps commanders changed their FSCL, it caused the ARCENT consolidated FSCL to change too frequently. This caused problems for the Air Force in keeping their aircrews briefed on the current FSCL. Conversely, when ARCENT moved the FSCL, it did not fit the needs of the corps commanders. To facilitate stabilization, CENTCOM finally established an FSCL. Now, the FSCL was established two levels above the intended corps level.

Traditionally, the FSCL is established by the lower commander (corps) to allow him to shape the battlefield based on his estimate of the situation, disposition of forces, and
asset capabilities. Corps FSCLs are then consolidated at the next higher level into an Army level FSCL. The frequent movement is offset by establishing a series of on-order (O/O) FSCLs disseminated ahead of time, and implemented as need. The rapid and unparalleled advance of coalition ground forces negated this practice.

Despite the events in ODS, joint doctrine should establish a standard by which all are trained to expect. Additional guidelines can be covered in theater SOPs or operations orders after the theater is established. The current standard stating the “appropriate commander establishes the FSCL” leaves room for all to apply their individual interpretation, which is what occurred during ODS.

Additionally, the definition of FSCL uses the phrase “supporting elements may attack targets forward of the fire support coordination line without prior coordination.”

The Air Force viewed the FSCL as a restrictive fire control measure that required the Army to coordinate all surface-to-surface fires beyond the FSCL with the Air Force. 12

JP 3-0 states “the JFACC is the supported commander for the JFC’s overall air interdiction effort.” 13 Yet, it infers operational land force commanders are designated supported commanders within their AOs and are responsible for synchronizing maneuver, fires, and interdiction. 14

The Air Force uses the FSCL as the separating line for interdiction. The FSCL is drawn within the operational commander’s AO (Figure 2). Who is really the supported commander between the FSCL and the forward boundary of the Land Component Commander’s AO? Are the desired effects interdiction or deep battle?
Again, the FSCL is a very important, but controversial coordination measure. The level of controversy between the Services surrounding its use and meaning, dictates joint resolution. This is not an issue to be left to interpretation.

The lack of common understood joint fire support doctrine and the parochial interpretation of fire support coordination measures caused significant problems in fire support coordination, particularly at EAC. Unlike the Army, the US Marine Corps interprets the FSCL as authority to fire beyond the FSCL, regardless of boundaries, without coordination, the Air Force interprets the FSCL as a restrictive fire support coordination measure, directly opposed to the joint and Army definition.¹⁵

There are additional points to considered for a complete understanding of the FSCL. First, it is not a boundary and therefore should not be interpreted as a means of assigning responsibility. Second, there is no requirement to establish an FSCL. It is an optional fire support coordination measure established only after considering the factors of METT-T and system capabilities. Again, as an optional measure, it is not best suited to delineate responsibilities. Third, it is first a tactical measure that may be established by individual corps commanders. It can, however, be established or consolidated by the ARFOR (operational level) commander as an operational level measure. Finally, the FSCL is a permissive measure, intended to allow relative freedom of engagement beyond. This is the exact opposite of a boundary which means restrictive engagement beyond. Both Army and Air Force interpretations portray it more as a restrictive measure. Again, joint resolution is needed.

**Deep Operations (Battle) Terminology**

When XVIII Airborne Corps began deep-battle operations, it became apparent there’s a great disconnect between the Air Force and Army concerning the use of Battlefield Air Interdiction (BAI) and application of the FSCL. The Army doctrinally uses BAI to allow the corps commander
to shape the battlefield...The Air Force prefers Air Interdiction (AI) because it allows them greater flexibility...\textsuperscript{16}

**Deep (Battle) Operations**

The area beyond the FSCL has no universally accepted name. Figure 2 provides terms associated with operations that occur in this area with indications of where they may appear in relation to the FSCL. In the absence of an official title, the area is labeled according to the functions performed.

The Army labels this area “deep operations.”\textsuperscript{17} The term “deep battle” is used throughout this study and some Army references to limit the scope to physical combat. Army deep operations focus on the enemy’s C2, logistics, and firepower. Deep operations occur within a ground commander’s AO, but is more of a function than an effect. Like interdiction, deep operations focus on uncommitted enemy forces. Deep operations are conducted in conjunction with close operations for a synergistic effect.

The Army further defines deep operations by target sets. For example, in the defense, the corps’ initial deep operation will normally focus on the Combined Arms Army (CAA) units and support systems to the rear of the main defensive belt.\textsuperscript{18} This technique assists the corps in isolating the current close battle and fighting the enemy in depth.

In general, Air Force references refer to functions or effects as opposed to a particular target set or place on the battlefield close support, interdiction, and strategic attack. However, two references, JFACC Primer and AFM 2-1, refer to interdiction occurring beyond the FSCL (a particular place). In Air Force doctrine, interdiction disrupts, delays, or destroys an enemy’s military potential before it can be used against friendly forces.\textsuperscript{19}
The area beyond the FSCL then is simply a place where the Air Force conducts interdiction, strategic attack, counter air, etc. It’s where the JFACC operates.

Joint doctrinal manuals used in this study do not define a deep battle or operation area. There is also no reference to the FSCL’s use as a boundary or delineation line for interdiction. Joint doctrine refers to two areas that do encompass the FSCL (the deep battle area), but on a much larger scale. These two geographical areas are the area of responsibility and area of operation.  Note that both are general, referring to the overall battlefield rather than any particular part.

Area of Responsibility (AOR)—the geographical area associated with a combatant command within which a combatant commander has authority to plan and conduct operations.

Area of Operation (AO)—an operational area is defined by the joint force commander for land and naval forces. AOs do not typically encompass the entire operational area of the joint force commander, but should be large enough for component commanders to accomplish their missions and protect their forces.

**Interdiction**

Great disconnect between the Air Force and Army concerning the use of BAI and the application of the FSCL…The terms BAI and AI need clarification. The only common term or function that encompasses the activities around the FSCL is *interdiction*. This is because of the broad scope of interdiction and the fact that it is a function, aimed at effects. As a function, interdiction has specific objectives.

Interdiction aims to divert, disrupt, delay, or destroy enemy surface military potential before it can be used effectively against friendly forces.
The JFC should not apply strict geographic boundaries to interdiction but should plan for its theater-wide application, coordinating across boundaries or between sub-elements, to take full advantage of the effect of interdiction at the operational level. When applied at the tactical or operational levels, near the FSCL, interdiction is provided by any Service, with any weapon system. It is directed against follow-on-forces, air defenses, supplies, C3, and other targets that are not already affecting friendly operations. The flexibility included in the interdiction concept also fosters varying interpretations on its application (Table 2).

### Table 2. Interdiction Interpretations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PURPOSE (WHY)</th>
<th>JOINT</th>
<th>ARMY</th>
<th>AIR FORCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DIVERT, DISRUPT, DELAY, OR DESTROY ENEMY SURFACE MILITARY POTENTIAL</td>
<td>DESTROYS ENEMY FORCES; DELAYS AND DISRUPTS MANEUVER; DIVERTS RESOURCES</td>
<td>DIVERT, DISRUPT, DELAY, OR DESTROY ENEMY SURFACE MILITARY POTENTIAL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPLICATION (WHERE)</th>
<th>THEATER-WIDE—NO BOUNDARIES</th>
<th>SHORT OF AND BEYOND FSCL</th>
<th>BEYOND FSCL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CONTROL AUTHORITY (WHO)</td>
<td>JFC—NORMALLY APPOINTS JFACC FOR OVERALL INTERDICTION; GROUND CDR WITHIN HIS AO</td>
<td>JFC; GROUND COMMANDER WITHIN HIS AO</td>
<td>JFACC THEATER-WIDE AND BEYOND FSCL OR CDR WITH FORCES AT RISK BEYOND FSCL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOCUS (WHAT)</th>
<th>JFC’s CONCEPT</th>
<th>JFC CONCEPT OR GROUND COMMANDERS CONCEPT WHEN GROUND OPS IS DECISIVE INITIATIVE</th>
<th>JFC/JFACC CONCEPT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| TIMING (WHEN) | PRIOR TO EFFECTIVE USE AGAINST FRIENDLY FORCES | PRIOR TO EFFECTIVE USE AGAINST FRIENDLY FORCES | PRIOR TO USE AGAINST FRIENDLY FORCES |

As revealed in Table 2, the interdiction concept is interpreted differently. Although the definition is straight-forward, it is all but impossible to universally apply when there are as many varying interpretations. Because of its universal application in all parts of the battlespace, it will inevitably cross Service roles and responsibility lines, creating
additional controversy. The FSCL is not a solution for separating these overlaps because of varying interpretation of its functions.

The varying interpretations of CAS verses BAI verses AI, also had a negative impact on operations during ODS. Initially, the FSCL was along the Saudi-Iraqi border (the berm). As a result, all mission, to include reconnaissance, required clearance through the Air Force. Since the Air Force position was that anything beyond the FSCL was interdiction, and, interdiction was the domain of the JFACC, ground commanders were hampered from setting the conditions for the attack.

Because the Air Force absolutely would not fly short of the FSCL before G-Day, we kept the FSCL in close to facilitate air attack of division and corps high priority targets. This caused two problems. Every fire mission or AH-64 attack beyond the FSCL had to be carefully and painstakingly cleared with the Air Force. Even counterfire required this lengthy process. Equally bad, air sorties beyond the FSCL were completely the domain of the Air Force. VII Corps could nominate targets beyond the FSCL, but could never be sure they would be attacked.

There are over ten similar issues raised by ground commanders on an inability to conduct “deep operations.” This is partially due to a lack of joint recognition for deep battle as an operational concept. The area beyond the border (berm) or FSCL, immediately to the ground forces’ front, an area that they would be required to attack into, was virtually inaccessible for reconnaissance or preparation. In essence, the area beyond the FSCL was an area that might be called “No Man’s land, being a part of Grand Tartary.” ODs ended on a note of frustration on the part of both Services over this issue.

Notes

1 Ibid., 5.
2 Zook, 42 [shortened form].
Notes

3 JP 1-02, 148 [shortened form].
4 Ibid., 219.
7 Zook, 55 [shortened form].
8 Ibid., 53.
9 JULLS, 15, [shortened form].
10 Zook, 137, [shortened form].
12 JULLS, 22-25 [shortened form].
13 JP 3-0, IV-11, [shortened form].
14 Ibid., IV-15.
16 JULLS, 55 [shortened form].
17 FM 100-15, Corps Operations, September 1989, 3-1.
18 Ibid., 5-12.
20 JP 1-02, 148 [shortened form].
22 Ibid.
23 Ibid., II-4.
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Chapter 4

Graphic Control Measures

The situation prompted the violation of established doctrine and development of new fire support control measures (Reconnaissance interdiction Planning Line (RIPL) and Artillery Deconfliction Line, and TTP for fire support at Army level during Operation Desert Storm.\(^1\)

In order to obtain the synergistic effects of joint, simultaneous, deep operations, control measures must be clear and concise, universally understood, and capable of rapid dissemination when the situation changes. Commanders, Army and Air Force, found themselves wanting for fire control measures to expedite their operations during ODS. Basic graphical control measures were inadequate for integrating, synchronizing, and facilitating unit or Service operations. Measures implemented during the operation were beneficial for the most part, but also caused confusion because they were non-doctrinal and had no universally understood definitions or applications.

After reviewing joint and service doctrine, there are three universally used graphical control measures associated with deep operations: 1) Boundaries; 2) Phase Lines; and 3) FSCL. The FSCL was discussed earlier.
**Doctrinal Control Measures**

**Boundary**

The basic *boundary* has existed since ground forces. Its use is universally understood and is not contested except in the case of interdiction. The official definition provides clarity to its use.

Boundary—A line which delineates surface areas for the purpose of facilitating coordination and Deconfliction of operations between adjacent units, formations, or areas.\(^2\)

Note that by official definition, air is unconstrained by the boundary. It can therefore be interpreted that Interdiction is not limited or controlled by the boundary.

**Phase Line**

The *phase line*, like the boundary, is universally used and understood and not contested.

Phase Line—A line utilized for control and coordination of military operations, usually a terrain feature extending across the zone of action.\(^3\)

Note that the phase line has military-wide application according to joint doctrine. Additionally, it may apply across an entire zone of action for control and coordination. According to its definition, the phase line is more appropriate for dividing responsibilities than the FSCL. However, all Services are reluctant to use it because of its proliferation and use as a routine, ground, tactical control measure.

In summary, there is no universally accepted and understood control measures appropriate to delineate responsibilities for interdiction. By definition, the Phase Line is usable, however, like the boundary, it is considered a ground or maneuver control measure. The FSCL is not intended for that purpose, has too many different meanings,
and is intended as a tactical (rapid changes) line as opposed to an operational one. As stated in the definition, the boundary technically applies only to ground forces; the phase line applies to all military operations, but is not universally accepted other than in the ground maneuver community.

**Doctrinal Implications**

A survey conducted after ODS revealed that participants (staffs) felt that control measure *did* ensure cooperation between forces. One hundred seventy-nine (179) voted “yes,” 144 voted “no.” When questioned if they were too restrictive, 157 replied “yes,” 1093 replied “no.” A follow-up question asked respondents to “describe any difficulties with control measures.” Of the 401 responding, the most prominent issue was difficulties with the FSCL. The non-doctrinal use of this control measure caused great confusion and concern. What is unclear is from the surveys is whether control measures facilitated control and cooperation between ground forces, or Army and Air Forces. Either way, it supports findings in lessons learned that the FSCL is a universally “misunderstood” measure.

**Notes**

1 JULLS, 15, [shortened form].
2 JP 1-02,58, [shortened form].
3 Ibid., 317.
4 JULLS, 42, [shortened form].
Chapter 5

Initiatives And Recommendations

Air and ground commanders must be constantly on the alert to devise, and use, new methods of cooperation...There can never be too many projectiles in a battle.

—General George S. Patton, Jr., 1945.

The issues of who establishes the FSCL; who controls fires short and beyond it; what separates the subordinate and higher commander’s deep battles, and; what separates Army and Air Force responsibilities, have been studied in detail for the last 10-20 years. There are literally hundreds of books and monographs that reveal very innovative solutions. Most solutions fall in the category of new organizations, increased training, improved doctrine and TTP, or new systems.

This study finds that several of these solutions are applicable and needed. However, needed above all is a set of guidelines that clearly designate roles and responsibilities for the Services, and provide directives on how Services will operate in a joint environment.

Joint Pub 3-09

JP 3-09 is the joint initiative currently underway to resolve the deep battle integration issue. The main focus is the integration of operations that occur between joint forces under the umbrella of “Joint Fire Support.” Joint fire support may include the lethal
effects of close air support (by fixed-and rotary-wing aircraft), air interdiction (AI) within component boundaries, naval surface fire support, artillery, mortars, rockets, and missiles, as well as nonlethal effects such as electronic warfare (EW).¹

A review of JP 3-09 reveals that, like most joint doctrine, it is very general and non-descriptive. This allows joint TTP, Services, and combatant commanders the flexibility to fill in needed details at the appropriate levels. However, when contrasted specifically with the FSCL issue, several areas are not adequately addressed.

First, the interface and overlaps between joint fire support, interdiction, deep operations, and maneuver, are not clearly defined. Vague statements such as—“detailed integration with the fire and maneuver of the supported force may be required.” The term “fire support” connotes a concept of supporting maneuver. This suggests integration with maneuver will be required. These type phrases foster the same type controversy that now clouds the definition and requirements for coordinating, implementing, and moving the FSCL.

Secondly, Europe, Korea, and ARCENT identified a requirement for a line other than the FSCL (RIPL, DBSL) for use at the theater or operational level. Specifically, a line is needed as a separator for deep battle responsibilities, interdiction and air-ground efforts. This was a key issue in ARCENT and Corps AARs from ODS. JP 3-09 does not directly address this military-wide, joint issue.

Finally, this Pub has been in draft form for at least six years. The first indication that the controversy may be coming to an end occurred 4-5 December 1996, at the Army-Air Force Warfighter Conference at Fort Bliss, Texas. During the conference, the Army and Air Force Chiefs of Staff discussed this very issue. The two service chiefs made the
following agreements on joint fires, fire support, and JP 3-09: 1) Deleting the notional graphic depicting joint fires and related language from JP 3-09; 2) Changing the name of the Joint Forces Fires Coordinator (JFFC) so it does not connote any command function and would be an option primarily for JTFs; 3) Defining Elements of the fires hierarchy in terms of “effects” rather than specific platforms; 4) Identifying the surface component commander as the supported commander for joint fires throughout his area of operations. Beyond the surface component commander’s (SCC) boundaries, the ACC is the supported commander. In the deliberate planning process, all targets for joint fires will be coordinated to the maximum extent possible, and; 5) Specifying all targets beyond the FSCL and inside the SCC’s area of operations will be coordinated with all affected commanders to the maximum extent possible. If not practical because of time, sensitivity, emergency or exceptional circumstances, then all affected commanders will be informed with the commander executing the mission accepting the operational risk.

Although these agreements are a first step, they will probably not resolve the issues. When examined in detail, these agreements simply brings JP 3-09 in line with other often contradictory joint publications. Still to be resolved are: 1) Marine Corps views on the FSCL agreements; 2) The control mechanism for integrating, coordinating, and separating interdiction and deep battle, and; 3) The agency responsible for implementing and updating the FSCL. These open issues and the five or so year delay in updating other affected publication, regulations, and TTP, indicate that it may still be some time before a comprehensive solution is in place.
Recommendations

The results of this study indicate three actions are required to resolve the issues surrounding the FSCL and deep battle operations: 1) Publish JP 3-09 including proper control measures for separating roles and responsibilities, while integrating functions and effects; 2) Update JP 1-02 to reflect preciseness in definitions, and eliminate proliferation in terminology; 3) Implement the Joint Force Fires Coordinator (JFFC) concept to orchestrate the integration of fires and maneuver at the joint operational level.

A search of the Center For Army Lessons Learned (CALL) and the Joint Universal Lessons Learn System (JULLS) databases yield over fifty-five (55) AAR or lessons learned comments from the field on fire support coordination. Most deal directly with the FSCL or a related fire support coordination measure. The need is apparent. Operation Desert Storm provided an opportunity to test the new JFACC concept and the fire support system. The operation provided the feedback necessary to correct several deficiencies in our joint fire support doctrine. These lessons learned should be incorporated into joint doctrine and published soonest.

Joint Pub 3-09

Prior to publishing JP 3-09, three corrections are required. First, the definition of FSCL needs to be clarified. A recommended definition would read as follows:

A fire support coordination measure established by the Corps level commander or Commander Amphibious Task Force within their boundaries after consultation with superior, subordinate, supporting, tactical air, and affected commanders. The FSCL is used to prevent fratricide, deconflict efforts of the close and deep battle, and coordinate fires of all weapon systems using any type munitions against surface targets. Supporting elements, operating within the geographical boundaries of the establishing unit, to include tactical air, may attack
targets forward of the FSCL without prior coordination with the establishing unit provided the attack will not produce adverse surface or air effects (from ground level up to the coordinating altitude) on or to the rear of the line. Attacks against surface targets behind this line must be coordinated with establishing unit commander. This definition and purpose applies to all US military forces.

This definition clarifies several issues identified in ODS. First, it labels the FSCL as a corps tactical measure so that all will recognize that it applies to a particular corps’ sector. Additionally, subordinate, supporting, adjacent, and tactical air units will know exactly with whom coordination is required. Second, it requires coordination with the tactical air commander prior to implementation or change. Third, it eliminates the guess work of who can attack beyond it and with whom coordination is required. Fourth, it adds the old coordinating altitude back to protect aircraft either supporting the corps or transiting the corps sector to attack deep. It requires the Air and Artillery to coordinate if they are going to transit the others attack space. Finally, it removes the ambiguity of application—it applies to the Army, Air Force, Navy, and Marines.

The next correction to JP 3-09 is that it must add additional fire support coordination measures that are applicable at the operational level. This can be a RIPL, DBSL, or as proposed by the Institute for Defense, a Joint Fire Support Coordination Line (JFSCL). The name of the measure is not important. What is important is that some type measure is entrenched in doctrine, that can be added to joint and service curriculums doctrines, and TTPs. Additionally, this will eliminate the theater specific operational measures that were “implemented on the fly” during ODs.

Lastly, JP 3-09 needs to clearly address the distinction between joint fire support and interdiction. The two concepts are used interchangeably as is air interdiction and
interdiction. This is part of the current problem with fires, deep battle and interdiction. Additionally, the JFACC’s role requires clear articulation to ensure cooperation and integration beginning at the planning process.

**Joint Pub 1-02**

JP 1-02 is the bible for joint doctrinal terminology. Yet, this document does not define newer concepts such as joint fire support and joint precision interdiction. Additionally, there are concepts used at the tactical levels (BAI, Deep Battle) that are joint operations, and warrant a universal joint definition. This would help resolve proliferation of terms and concepts within the Services and theaters that causes confusion. A case in point is the concept of interdiction. There are currently four different interdiction concepts, of which only two are defined in JP 1-02, interdiction and air interdiction. Overall, there is Interdiction, Air Interdiction, Battlefield Air Interdiction (BAI—NATO and Korea), and Joint Precision Interdiction.

Additionally, deep battle or deep operations are universally used terms, at the joint operational level, yet not defined in the joint dictionary. Definitions would help eliminate the individual Service and theater interpretations of their meanings. Manuals of this type (JP 1-02) require updating at least biannually, if not in hard copy, on-line through the Joint Electronic Library.

**Joint Force Fires Coordinator (JFFC)**

Synonymous with the concept of fire support is a fire support element (FSE) to integrate and synchronize fire support assets and their effects with the maneuver concept. From company through corps levels, this concept has proven to be indispensable. The
only land maneuver level that does not include a Fire Support Coordinator (FSCOORD) or Fire Support Officer (FSO), and FSE, is the joint land/surface component level. The Battlefield Coordination Detachment (BCD), formerly known as the Battlefield Coordination Element (BCE) was proposed as the solution. However, the BCD is colocated with the JFACC and serves a vital function there. The JFFC is needed with the LCC headquarters to perform the synchronization and integration function, full-time, as at the corps level. He would then pass the air portions of the process directly to the BCD for translation to the JFACC. This solution, also identified numerous times in ODS lessons learned and issues, would help deconflict several coordination problems between the services.

Notes

3 Maj Michael J. Bradley, *Operational Fires: Do They Require a Theater FSCOORD?* (Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, 2d Term AY 88-89).
Chapter 6

Conclusions

Current joint doctrine does not provide clear, concise terminology, graphical control measures, and a battlefield framework necessary to integrate assets in deep battle operations. Conflicts between the Services resulted in units and staffs improvising by implementing non-doctrinal control measures in the midst of preparing for combat in the combat zone. Non-doctrinal use of established terminology and concepts resulted in confusion and contributed to missed opportunity to further de-militarize the Iraqi Army.

The intent of joint doctrine is to provide a set of fundamental principles that guide the employment of forces of two or more Services in coordinated action toward a common objective. Although ODS was a resounding success, this may have been due more to the ingenuity of the leaders, soldiers, airman, sailors, and marines, than a well-refined doctrine. Also contributing to the success was the strategy of fighting a sequential war instead of a simultaneous ground-air war. This minimized the impact of the doctrinal shortfalls.

The FSCL issue has gone unresolved since prior to ODS. A control measure of this importance—coordinating the efforts of multiple Services, assisting in fratricide prevention, and facilitating ground-soldier preparation for going face-to-face with an enemy, is too important to be debated. This measure requires universal use and
understanding by all Services. There should be no individual Service interpretations and applications. This is the role of joint doctrine—if the Services cannot resolve the issue, joint doctrine should. This will provide three benefits.

First, a joint directed definition with specific rules for the FSCL and other control measures would facilitate training in Service schools. Less time is lost debating whether a particular measure is right for a particular situation, or whether one service or the other has the correct interpretation. Second, it would facilitate servicemember transfer from one theater to another. As of today, when servicemembers transfer from Europe to Korea, they have to forget the RIPL, and learn the DBSL. When this same servicemember transfer stateside to III Corps, the servicemember has to forget both, and become familiar with the BSL. This causes confusion and detracts from learning, transfer of knowledge, and cooperation.

Finally, it allows leaders and servicemembers to deploy into a theater of combat with a complete understanding of what measures are applicable in what situation. Time spent in ODS re-learning the use of an FSCL; what an RIPL or DBSL means since there are no doctrinal definitions, and; the rules for using them, could have been used for rehearsing combat operations. Standardization would not tie the CINC’s hands or deny him the flexibility to organize his forces for his theater. What it would do is establish a basic understanding and start point from which to deviate for a particular situation or theater. That does not exist with the lack of specificity contained in joint doctrine on control and coordination measures. Most of the current doctrinal manuals were updated after ODS. However, problems identified by field commanders were not adequately address. The
next ODs may not provide the luxury of training after entering the theater of operation. Peacetime understanding will enhance wartime execution.
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